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Note to editors: The photos included in this booklet are a sampling of the Laureate’s work, a catalogue of the images available for publication. The numbers beside the images are for reference to a CD (which has high and low resolution images of these photos and the black & white photos and drawings in the text booklet). The CD is available by contacting the Media Office of the Pritzker Prize. The photos and drawings may only be used in the context of the Pritzker Prize announcement. For any other advertising or publicity purposes, media must contact the photographer credited for permission. It should be further noted that the images in this booklet are all 200 line screen lithographs printed on high gloss stock. They replace the need for black and white continuous tone prints for newspaper reproduction. They may be reproduced using 85 line screens for black and white newspaper reproduction, and they can be resized, either 50% larger or smaller, with no degradation in image quality or moiré effect. In addition to the CD, high resolution (1200 dpi) TIFF or EPS files of the images using ZIP or HQX archive formats, can be uploaded directly to your FTP server or via e-mail. Please note that the photo credit line (if given) shown next to these photos should appear adjacent to the photos when published.
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